ABSTRACT
I-INTRODUCTION
Unlike most remote sensing systems, which rely on the sun as an energy source, imaging radar systems are active sensors that "illuminate" surface features with broadcast microwave energy and record a returned signal. Most imaging radar systems produce microwaves with wavelengths between 1 cm and 1 meter, longer than the wavelengths used in weather radar to detect rain and snow. As a result imaging radar systems can be used to map surface features day or night and in almost any weather conditions [2] . An edge is usually a step change in intensity in an image (radar image). It corresponds to the boundary between two regions or a set of points in the image where luminous intensity changes very sharply [10] . The decision of whether pixel is an edge point or not bases on how much its local neighbours respond to a certain edge detector [13] . Over the years, many methods have been proposed for detecting edges in images. Some of the earlier methods, such as the Sobel and Prewitt detectors [11] , used local gradient operators [12] to obtain spatial filter masks. The procedure is to compute the sum of products of the mask coefficients with the intensity values in the region encompassed by the mask [3] . Also the Canny edge detector which depends on the Gaussian distribution for obtaining the operators for the gradient and Laplacian masks is a well-known edge detector [9] . In this paper we propose method that will use Weibull Distribution instead of Gaussian distribution to obtaining edge detection operators. The advantage of this method is that Gaussian distribution has limitation to only symmetric shape but Weibull Distribution has symmetric and asymmetric shape.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Gradient Edge Detection. Section 3 explains the Most famous Edge Detector. Gradient of Weibull Edge Detector is displayed in Section 4. Experimental result is shown in Section 5. Finally this paper presents conclusion and future work in Section 6.
II-GRADIENT EDGE DETECTION
Gradient is a vector which has certain magnitude and direction. In image processing, the gradient is the change in gray level with direction. This can be calculated by taking the difference in value of neighbouring pixels Where is first order derivative of ) , ( y x f define as: (1) The magnitude of this vector, denoted magn(f), Where (2) The direction of the gradient vector, denoted dir(f), Where
The magnitude of gradient provides information about the strength of the edge and the direction of gradient is always perpendicular to the direction of the edge.
III-THE FAMOUSE EDGE DETECTOR
Before introducing the proposed algorithm, this section reviews some of the main edge detection methods, such as the Sobel method and Gradient of Gaussian edge detector.
The Sobel Edge Detector
The Sobel method [3] utilizes two masks, S x and S y , shown in fig. 1 , to do convolution on the gray image and then obtain the edge intensities G x and G y in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. The edge intensity of the mask center is defined as |G x |+|G y |. If the edge intensity of each pixel is larger than an appropriate threshold T, then the pixel is regarded as an edge point. Unfortunately, the edge line detected by Sobel method is usually thicker than the actual edge [16] . Figure 1 . Two convolution masks in Sobel method.
The Gradient of Gaussian edge detector
An edge detection operator can reduce noise by smoothing the image, but this adds uncertainly to the location of the edge: or the operator can have greater sensitivity to the presence of edges, but this will increase the sensitivity of the operator to noise. The type of liner operator that provides the best compromise between noise immunity and localization, while retaining the advantages of Gaussian filtering is the first derivative of a Gaussian. This operator corresponds to smoothing an image with a Gaussian function and then computing the gradient. The gradient can be numerically approximated by using the standard finite-difference approximation for the first partial derivative in the x and y directions. The operator that is the combination of a Gaussian smoothing filter and a gradient approximation is not rotationally symmetric. The operator is symmetric along the edge and antisymmetric perpendicular to the edge (along the line of the gradient). This means that the operator is sensitive to the edge in the direction of steepest change, but is insensitive to the edge and acts as a smoothing operator in the direction along the line
IV-GRADIENT OF WEIBULL EDGE DETECTOR
The Gaussian distribution is the most popularly used distribution model in the field of pattern recognition. It is used to build masks for the first and second derivative. However, it has limit to only symmetric shape. We will propose new method that uses Weibull Distribution which is more general than Gaussian because it has symmetric and asymmetric shape.
In this section we will explain the characteristic of 1D Weibull distribution and how calculate 2D Weibull distribution from 1D. The 1D Weibull distributions have the probability density function is given by: (4) The distribution is skewed with a longer tail to the right of the mean as shown in Fig .3 . Where In the following section we will explain how perform smoothing using 2D Weibull Distribution then we will explain the applying of edge detection using the gradient of the 2D Weibull Distribution. After that we will present the edge detection using the Laplacian of 2D Weibull Distribution.
Smoothing Using 2D Weibull Distribution
We can construct smoothing filter from 2D Weibull Distribution. The method is to create general 3x3 mask from 2D Weibull Distribution as show bellow:
For 5x5 mask the left corner would be
and for 7x7 would be
and so on. The sum of all values of the mask must be 1 because it is smoothing mask. The value d is incremental and the best value of incremental we can determine through the experiment.
Edge Detection using the Gradient of the 2D Weibull Distribution
We can construct the gradient mask of 
We need to calculate two increments one for x and one for y.
The sum of the gradient mask should be zero. So after constructing the masks, they should be normalized. The positive values are added and then divided by their sum to obtain 1 and the negative values are computed in the same way to obtain -1.
The obtained masks at alpha = 1, beta =2 are as follows:
After normalization we got these results:
The obtained masks at alpha = 1, beta =3 are as follows: After normalization we got these results:
V-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We present in this section our experimental results of using Weibull Distribution in detecting edges using Gradient of this distribution and compare this result with Sobel. Alpha=1,Beta=3
From Fig.5 and Fig.6 we can notice that the Weibull distribution is better than the gradient of Gaussian method it produces thinner edges and is less sensitive to noise. This is because the Gaussian distribution has limit to only symmetric shape but Weibull distribution has symmetric and asymmetric shape.
VI-CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Smoothing is a prior step in any edge detection process to suppress as much noise as possible. Edge detection using first derivative depend on Gaussian works well when the image contains sharp intensity transitions and low noise, while Edge detection using LOG make better localization, especially when the edges are not very sharp. We proposed new method that uses Weibull Distribution instead of Gaussian distribution to build masks for the first and second derivative and for smoothing image.
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